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Starting from pure multidimensional gravity with urvature-nonlinear terms but no matter elds
in the initial ation, we obtain a osmologial model with two eetive salar elds related to the
size of two extra fator spaes. The model inludes both an early inationary stage and that of
modern aelerated expansion and satises the observational data. There are no small parameters;
the eetive inaton mass depends on the initial onditions whih explain its small value as ompared
to the Plank mass. At the modern stage, the size of extra dimensions slowly inreases, therefore
this model predits drasti hanges in the physial laws of our Universe in the remote future.
PACS numbers: 04.50.+h; 98.80.-k; 98.80.Cq
I. INTRODUCTION
The existene of an early inationary stage has beome
a onventional feature in modern desriptions of the
Universe due to great suess of inationary senarios
in explaining the observational data (see, e.g., [1, 2℄
for reent reviews). A great number of inationary
senarios have been suggested by now, and this number
is still rapidly growing. It is really diult to single
out a senario that has been indeed realized by Nature.
Another problem is related to the origin of the salar
eld (or elds), the so-alled inaton(s), whih are almost
inevitable ingredients of suh senarios.
On the other hand, the most important set of problems
in modern osmology are related to the observed
aelerated expansion of the Universe. Its most popular
explanation, tting all observational onstraints, is the
so-alled ΛCDMmodel, invoking a osmologial onstant
Λ as a material soure that auses the aelerated
expansion via the Einstein equations [3℄. However, the
hardest problem of this model is the extremely small
observed value of Λ (usually asribed to the physial
vauum density) as ompared to the Plank density, the
natural vauum energy density of quantum elds: the
orresponding ratio is about 10−123 .
Of greatest interest are senarios that try to jointly
desribe the entire history of our Universe or at least suh
its important stages as the early ination and the modern
aeleration. A promising approah on this trend is to
use modied theories of gravity, e.g., multidimensional
ones. In our view, urvature-nonlinear multidimensional
gravity is a good andidate.
It has been reently argued [47℄ that multidimensional
gravity with urvature-nonlinear terms in the ation an
be a soure of a great diversity of eetive theories
able to address a number of important problems of
modern astrophysis and osmology using a minimal set
of postulates. Among suh problems one an mention the
essene of dark energy, early formation of supermassive
blak holes (whih is a neessary stage in some
senarios of osmi struture formation), and suient
partile prodution at the end of ination. In this
approah, it is supposed that essentially dierent lassial
universes emerge from spae-time foam due to quantum
utuations, so that partiular values of the total spae-
time dimension D > 4 and the topologial properties
of spae-time may vary from one spae-time region to
another. Dierent eetive theories an take plae even
with xed parameters of the original Lagrangian. It an
be shown that this approah, without need for elds other
than gravity, is able to produe suh dierent strutures
as inationary (or simply aelerating) universes, brane
worlds [6℄, blak holes et. The role of salar elds is
played by the metri omponents of extra dimensions.
In the present paper, we show how pure nonlinear
multidimensional gravity, without invoking any material
soure, makes it possible to desribe, in a single senario,
an inationary stage of the early Universe and a late
aelerating stage with a suiently small eetive
osmologial onstant. The model obtained agrees with
the observational data.
Let us mention some other approahes to obtaining
suh joint senarios. Ref. [8℄ shows how to ahieve
this goal in some models of nonloally modied gravity
theories in four dimensions; in these models, the dark
energy eet is aused by a omposite graviton degree of
freedom. In [9℄, the same goal is ahieved using a Yang-
Mills ondensate as a matter soure. Ref. [10℄ onsiders
a relationship between hybrid ination and dark energy;
see there also numerous referenes on the subjet.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se. II, we
2desribe the general formalism. Se. III shows how to
obtain a suessful inationary senario in a Kaluza-
Klein type model with a single extra fator spae. Se.
IV is devoted to obtaining models with two extra fator
spaes able to unify ination and modern aeleration.
Se. V is a onlusion.
II. D -DIMENSIONAL GRAVITY
We will briey desribe a method of onsidering a wide
lasses of Lagrangians in multidimensional gravity in a
Kaluza-Klein type approah, following [4, 5℄. Consider
the ation
1
S =
1
2
mD−2
D
∫ √
Dg dDx
[
F (R) + c1RABR
AB + c2K
]
(1)
in D -dimensional spae-time M with the struture M =
M0 ×M1 × . . .×Mn, where dimMi = di and mD is the
D -dimensional Plank mass (not neessarily oiniding
with the onventional Plank mass m4 ), and the metri
ds2D = gab(x)dx
adxb +
n∑
i=1
e2βi(x)g(i), (2)
where (x) means the dependene on the rst d0
oordinates xa ; gab = gab(x) is the metri in M0 ,
g(i) are x-independent di -dimensional metris of the
fator spaes Mi , i = 1, n . In (1), F (R) is an arbitrary
funtion of the salar urvature R of M ; c1 and c2 are
onstants; RAB and K = RABCDRABCD are the Rii
tensor and the Kretshmann salar of M , respetively;
apital Latin indies over all D oordinates, small Latin
ones (a, b, . . .) the oordinates of M0 , and ai, bi, . . . the
oordinates of Mi . Let us note that terms proportional
to R2 and other powers of R , RABR
AB
and the
Kretshmann salar K = RABCDRABCD and other high-
order urvature terms appear due to quantum orretions
in quantum eld theory in urved spae-times [11, 12℄.
The D -dimensional Riemann tensor has the nonzero
omponents
Rabcd = R
ab
cd,
Raai bbi = δ
ai
bi
Bab (i), B
a
b (i) := e
−βi∇b( eβiβ,ai ),
Raibicidi = e
−2βiR
aibi
cidi + δ
aibi
cidiβi,aβ
,a
i ,
Raibkcidk = δ
ai
ci δ
bk
dk
βi,µβ
,µ
k , i 6= k. (3)
Here the bar marks quantities obtained from the fator
spae metris gab and g
(i)
taken separately, β,a ≡ ∂aβ ,
1
Our onventions are: the metri signature (+ − − . . .) ; the
urvature tensor Rσµρν = ∂νΓσµρ − . . . , Rµν = R
σ
µσν , so that
the Rii salar R > 0 for de Sitter spae-time and the matter-
dominated osmologial epoh; the system of units c = ~= 1 .
δabcd ≡ δac δbd − δadδbc and similarly for other kinds of
indies.
The nonzero omponents of the Rii tensor and the
salar urvature are
Rba = R
b
a +
∑
i
diB
b
a(i),
Rbiai = e
−2βiR
bi
ai + δ
bi
ai [βi + βi,aσ
,a],
R = R[g] +
∑
i
e−2βRi + 2σ
+ (∂σ)2 +
∑
i
di(∂βi)
2, (4)
where σ :=
∑
i diβi ; (∂σ)
2 ≡ σ,aσ,a and similarly for
other funtions;  = gab∇a∇b is the d0 -dimensional
d'Alembert operator; R[g] and Ri are the Rii salars
orresponding to gab and g
(i)
, respetively. Here and
heneforth
∑
i means
∑n
i=1 .
Slow-hange approximation. Redution to lower
dimensions
Let us suppose that all quantities are slowly varying,
i.e., onsider eah derivative ∂a (inluding those in the
denition of R) as an expression ontaining a small
parameter ε , and neglet all quantities of orders higher
than O(ε2) . Then we have the following deompositions:
R = φ+R[g] + f1,
f1 := 2σ + (∂σ)
2 +
∑
i
di(∂βi)
2;
F (R) = F (φ) + F ′(φ)(R[g] + f1) +O(ε
4);
RABR
AB =
∑
i
1
di
φ2i
+ 2
∑
i
diφi[ βi + (∂βi, ∂σ)] +O(ε
4);
K = 2
∑
i
φ2i
di(di−1) + 4
∑
i
diφi(∂βi)
2 +O(ε4),
(5)
where
φi := Kim
2
D(di − 1) e−2βi , φ :=
∑
i
diφi. (6)
The symbol (∂α, ∂β) means gabα,aβ,b , and F
′(φ) =
dF/dφ .
As a result, negleting o(ε2) and integrating out all
Mi , we obtain the following purely gravitational ation
redued to d0 dimensions:
S =
1
2
Vmd
D
∫ √
g0 d
d0x
{
eσF ′(φ)R0
+KJ − 2VJ (φi)
}
+ V
∫ √
g0 d
d0x eσ,
KJ = F
′(φ) eσf1 + 2 e
σ
∑
i
diφi[c1 βi
+ c1(∂βi, ∂σ) + 2c2(∂βi)
2],
3− 2VJ(φi) = eσ
[
F (φ) +
∑
i
diφ
2
i
(
c1 +
2c2
di − 1
)]
,
(7)
where d = d0− 2 , g0 = | det(gµν)| and V is a produt of
volumes of n ompat di -dimensional spaes Mi of unit
urvature. The expression (7) is typial of a (multi)salar-
tensor theory (STT) of gravity in a Jordan frame.
Subtrating a full divergene, we get rid of seond-
order derivatives in (7), and the resulting kineti term
takes the form
KJ = F
′ eσ
[
−(∂σ)2 +
∑
i
di(∂βi)
2
]
− 2F ′′ eσ(∂φ, ∂σ) + 4 eσ(c1 + c2)
∑
i
diφi(∂βi)
2, (8)
where F ′′ = d2F/dφ2 .
Transition to the Einstein frame
For further analysis, it is helpful to pass on to the
Einstein frame using the onformal mapping
gµν 7→ g˜µν = |f(φi)|2/(d0−2)gµν ,
f(φi) = e
σF ′(φ). (9)
The expression with the salar urvature in (7)
transforms as follows:
√
g0 e
σR0 =
√
g0fR0
= (sign f)
√
g˜
[
R˜+
d0−1
d0−2
(∂˜f)2
f2
]
+ div, (10)
where the tilde marks quantities obtained from or with
g˜µν and div denotes a full divergene whih does not
ontribute to the eld equations. The ation (7) aquires
the form
S =
1
2
Vmd
D
∫ √
g˜ dd0x
{
[signF ′(φ)]
[
R˜+KE
]
− 2VE(φi)
}
(11)
with the kineti and potential terms
KE =
1
d
(
∂σ +
F ′′
F ′
∂φ
)2
+
(
F ′′
F ′
)2
(∂φ)2
+
∑
i
di
[
1 +
4
F ′
(c1+c2)φi
]
(∂βi)
2,(12)
−2VE(φi) = e−2σ/d|F ′|−d0/d
[
F (φ)
+
∑
i
diφ
2
i
(
c1 +
2c2
di − 1
)]
, (13)
where the tildes are omitted though the metri g˜µν is
used, and d := d0− 2 ; the indies are raised and lowered
with g˜µν . The original quantities βi and σ are now
expressed in terms of n elds φi whose number oinides
with the number of extra fator spaes.
In what follows, we onsider the most relevant ase
d0 = 4 and aordingly d = d0 − 2 = 2 .
A further interpretation of the results depends
on whih onformal frame is regarded physial
(observational) [13, 14℄, and this in turn depends on
the manner in whih fermions appear in the (so far
unknown) underlying uniation theory involving all
interations. We will restrit ourselves to the simplest
assumption, that the Einstein frame is simultaneously
the observational frame. It means, in partiular, that
the eetive Newtonian gravitational onstant G is
a true onstant in the ourse of the osmologial
evolution. Moreover, we will assume for simpliity that
the D -dimensional Plank mass m
D
is equal to the 4-
dimensional Plank mass m4 = 1/
√
G and, in what
follows, we will put G = 1 , and numerial values of
dimensionful parameters are thus expressed in Plank
units.
III. A SINGLE EXTRA FACTOR SPACE AND
INFLATION
Now, our program is as follows:
1. Choose the parameters of the original ation (1) to
obtain a behavior of the potential (13) providing
primordial ination.
2. Additionally vary the parameters to satisfy the
inationary onditions onforming to observations.
3. Try to desribe the modern aeleration stage,
providing the ratio of the eetive osmologial
onstant to the Plank density Λeff/m
4
4 of the order
10−123 .
We begin with the ase of one fator spae. Then
Eqs. (12) and (13) simplify to give
S =
V [d]
2
∫
d4x
√
g˜ (signF ′)L,
L = R˜4 +K
(1)
E (φ)(∂φ)
2 − 2V (1)E (φ), (14)
K
(1)
E (φ) =
1
4φ2
[
6φ2
(
F ′′
F ′
)2
− 2d1φF
′′
F ′
+
1
2
d1(d1 + 2)
]
+
c1 + c2
F ′φ
, (15)
V
(1)
E (φ) = −
signF ′
2F ′2
[ |φ|
d1(d1−1)
]d1/2[
F (φ) + cV
φ2
d1
]
,
cV := c1 +
2c2
d1 − 1 . (16)
Here we take
F = F (φ) = φ+ cφ2 − 2Λ, c, Λ = const, (17)
4and, in aord with the denition (6), φ = d1φ1 .
In (14)(16) we have atually hanged the sign of the
Lagrangian in ase F ′ < 0 ; to preserve the attrative
nature of gravity for ordinary matter, the matter
Lagrangian density should appear with an unusual sign
from the beginning. As a result, the sign of the whole
ation of gravity and matter will be unusual, without
any eet on the equations of motion; one an show that
quantum transitions are then unaeted as well, see a
disussion in [4℄.
The presene of the parameters c1 and c2 adds
freedom in hoosing the shape of the potential. The
kineti term also has a omplex form whih an
signiantly aet the eld dynamis. An analysis of
kineti terms like (15) of variable sign an lead to
possibilities of interest, and we hope to return to this
point in our future work.
Let us employ the fat that haoti ination with a
quadrati potential and the inaton mass mϕ ≈ 10−6m4
well onforms to the observational data. Therefore our
task is simplied and redued to nding suh parameters
c, c1 and c2 that the potential (16) near its minimum
is approximated by a quadrati funtion with the above
inaton mass. It turns out to be possible with the
following parameter values:
d1 = 4; c = 2.5 · 104; c1 + c2 = 0.6;
ctot :=
c1
d1
+
2c2
d1(d1 − 1) = −0.62; Λ = 0.2. (18)
With these parameter values, all basi requirements
to ination are satised. Thus, the duration of the
inationary period exeeds 60 e-folds, the temperature
utuations are ∼ 6·10−5 , and the spetral index is ns =
0.943 , within observational bounds, ns = 0.958 ± 0.016
[15℄. Thus a single fator spae is suient for obtaining
a fairly good inationary senario.
Sine the onstant c has atually the dimension of
length squared, it is
√
c ∼ 100 that should be ompared
with the Plank length. So this model does not ontain
unnaturally large or small parameters.
A serious shortoming of this model is that it is unable
to solve the problem of modern aeleration, inluding
smallness of dark energy density. Indeed, it is easy to
prove that slight variations of the parameters c , c1 and
c2 ould give rise to an arbitrarily small potential value
at the minimum. However, though the values of these
parameters are quite moderate, they should be extremely
ne-tuned to t the modern value of vauum energy
density. An attempt to solve this problem in a slightly
more omplex model is undertaken in the next setion.
IV. TWO FACTOR SPACES: INFLATION AND
MODERN ACCELERATION
Ination
Additional opportunities emerge if the extra spae is a
produt of two fator spaes, Md1 ×Md2 of dimensions
d1 and d2 . For further analysis, let us make the situation
more spei by putting K1 = K2 , d1 = d2 and hoosing
the funtion
F (R) = R2. (19)
(Note that one of the oeients in the initial Lagrangian
an be hosen at will, e.g., equal to unity, without
aeting the eld equations; it simply speies the sale
for other oeients.)
Fig. 1 presents the potential of the eetive salar elds
for this model with the following hoie of the parameter
values:
d1 = d2 = 5, cV = −10.001, c1 + c2 = 1.25 · 103.
(20)
All further numerial estimates will be obtained with
these values. As follows from the above-said, at low
energies (as ompared to the Plank sale m
D
) this
model is equivalent to Einstein gravity with two salar
elds. In full similarity with Se. III, the onstants c1
and c2 have atually the dimension of length squared,
and their square roots are not unnaturally large or small.
Note that, with the cV value hosen, a positive
potential V (hene a positive eetive osmologial
onstant) is obtained with K1 = 1 , i.e., spherial extra
fator spaes. For other values of cV , e.g., cV > 0 we
would need hyperboli fator spaes.
The inationary period is haraterized by moving
down one of the steep slopes of the valley. The
inaton mass squared is proportional to the seond-order
derivative of the potential in the diretion perpendiular
to the valley (its bottom is loated at φ1 = φ2 = φ0 ). It
is this diretion in whih the eld moves during ination
and osillates during reheating at the post-inationary
stage. The spei value of φ0 depends on the initial
value of the inaton eld at whih the lassial universe
was born.
Fig. 2 shows the dependene of the eetive inaton
mass on the parameter φ0 . In the framework of haoti
ination, universes are reated with dierent inaton
values under the horizon, leading to dierent values of
φ0 and hene dierent inaton masses. This is how this
model solves the problem of smallness of the inaton
mass in Plank units.
Post-inationary partile prodution is a result of
osillations in the diretion aross the valley. The
onditions suitable for our Universe orrespond to the
value φ0 ≃ 0.5 . It is just suh a value that, aording
to Fig. 2, the inaton mass, related to the seond-order
derivative of the potential in the diretion aross the
valley, is ∼ 10−6 ∼ 1013 GeV, whih satisfatorily
5èñ. 1: Potential of the eetive salar elds for the model
(1), (19) with the parameter values given in (20).
èñ. 2: Dependene of the eetive inaton mass (Plank
units) on the parameter φ0 .
explains the observational data on the CMB temperature
utuations.
Matter dominated stage
The inationary stage ends with rapid eld osillations
aross the valley in Fig. 1, on whose bottom, by our
assumptions, φ1 = φ2 = φ/(2d1) . These osillations
are aompanied by eetive partile prodution in full
agreement with the standard version of haoti ination
with a quadrati potential. In the model under disussion,
the energy density of the produed partiles makes the
material ontent of the Universe and aets not only
the osmologial expansion rate but also the salar eld
dynamis. The latter now orresponds to slow rolling
down along the bottom of the potential valley.
We assume a spatially at osmology in 4 dimensions,
with the Einstein-frame metri ds˜24 = dt
2 − a2(t)d~x2 .
So, with the hoie (19), the ation (11) leads to the
Lagrangian
LE = R4 +K(φ)(dφ)
2 − 2V (φ) (21)
and
K(φ)(∂φ)2 = K0(∂φ)
2/φ2 = 4K0(∂β)
2,
2K0 = d
2
1 − d1 + 3 + 4(c1 + c2), (22)
V (φ) = V0|φ|d1 = V1 e−2d1β ,
V1 = −K1
8
(
1 +
cV
2d1
)
, V0 = V1[2d1(d1−1)]−d1 ,
(23)
where K1 = signφ = signF
′(φ) and β(t) = β1(t) is,
as before, the logarithm of the extra-dimension sale
fator (whih is in the present ase the same for all extra
dimensions), suh that dφ/φ = −2dβ , and cV has been
dened in (16). One an also notie that a usual form of
the Lagrangian with a salar eld Φ and a potential VΦ
is obtained if we substitute
2
√
K0β =
√
8πGΦ, VE = 8πGVΦ.
With (21), we an write two independent omponents
of the Einstein-salar equations for β(t) and a(t) as
follows:
3H2 = 2K0β˙
2 + V1 e
−2d1β + 8πρm (24)
2K0
[
β¨ + 3Hβ˙
]
= d1V1 e
−2d1β , (25)
where H = a˙/a is the Hubble parameter.
Let us begin with onsidering the matter dominated
stage, whih is the longest. The subsequent dark energy
(DE) dominated stage will be disussed in the next
subsetion. The following simplifying assumptions will
be used: (i) we neglet the pressure of matter, treating
it as dust from the very beginning (t = t1 ) thus
ignoring a radiation-dominated stage; (ii) we neglet a
possible diret interation between matter and the salar
eld; (iii) we neglet the salar eld ontribution to
the dynamis of a(t) at the matter dominated stage
t1 < t < t2 ≃ 1010 years and, vie versa, we neglet
the ontribution of matter at the DE dominated stage
t > t2 .
So, negleting the ontribution of β in (24), we obtain
for times t1 < t < t2 , as in the usual Big Bang senario,
H = 2/(3t) at t1 < t < t2. (26)
To solve Eq. (25) numerially, we take the following initial
data orresponding to the end of the post-inationary
epoh:
φ1(t1) = φ2(t1) =
φ(t1)
2d1
= 0.05;
dφ
dt
(t1) = 0
⇒ eβ(t1) = 4
√
5, β˙(t1) = 0. (27)
6The initial time t1 is hosen to be t1 = 9 · 109 for
deniteness.
Numerial solution of Eq. (25) then gives the following
value of β at t = t2 :
eβ(t2) = 5.48255 · 1011 ≃ 5.5 · 1011
⇒ φ(t2) ≃ 1.3 · 10−22. (28)
This value of β will be used in analyzing its dynamis at
the modern stage for whih the equations simplify and
an be solved analytially.
Modern stage
The modern epoh t > t2 is DE dominated. In the
present approah, DE is represented by the salar eld φ
(or equivalently β or b = eβ ) with the potential (23), and
the Universe dynamis is desribed by Eqs. (24), (25). In
(24) we now neglet the matter ontribution.
It is hard to solve this set of equations exatly.
However, as the φ eld dereases (whih orresponds
to a growing size of the extra dimensions) along with a
dereasing value of the potential (related to the eetive
osmologial onstant), at some stage it beomes possible
to treat this proess as seondary slow rolling, for whih
the eld dynamis is suiently simple and may be
desribed analytially. Indeed, let us suppose
|β¨| ≪ 3(a˙/a)β˙, K0β˙2 ≪ 3(a˙/a)2 (29)
and drop the orresponding terms in Eqs. (24) and (25).
Then we an express a˙/a from (24) and insert it to (25),
getting
d1β˙ e
d1β = B0 :=
d21
√
V1
2
√
3K0
, (30)
whene we nd the evolution law for the extra-dimension
sale fator
eβ =
[
B0(t− t∗)
]1/d1
, (31)
where t∗ is an integration onstant (t∗ = t2 −
B−10 [b(t2)]
d1
). Substituting this result to (24), we nd
the evolution law for a(t) :
a(t) = a∗(t− t∗)p, p := 2K0/d21, (32)
where a∗ is an integration onstant.
With the parameters (20), some relevant onstants are
V1 = 1.25 · 10−4, 2K0 = 5023,
p =
5023
25
≈ 201, B0 ≈ 3.2 · 10−5. (33)
Eq. (31) with the initial value (28) gives the present size
of the extra dimensions, at t = t0 = 13.7 · 109 yr:
b(t0) = 5.48259 · 1011 ≃ 5.5 · 1011 ≈ 9 · 10−22 cm, (34)
well within the observational limits. From (32) we nd
the Hubble onstant H0 = a˙(t0)/a(t0) and the Hubble
time tH = 1/H0 :
H0 ≈ 1.25 · 10−61 , tH ≈ 8 · 1060 ≈ 13.8 · 109 yr,
(35)
in agreement with observations. The potential energy
density V , oiniding with the DE density,
V (φ(t0)) ≃ 5.1 · 10−123 , (36)
also well agrees with observations.
One an notie that in our model with d1 = 5 the
funtion (31) grows extremely slowly. The present value
in (34) diers from that in (28) only in the fth deimal
digit, so that the hange is atually indistinguishable.
The same is true for the DE density whih thus behaves
like a osmologial onstant. The expansion law (32) with
the exponent p = 201 is really almost exponential, i.e., de
Sitter, and the DE equation-of-state fator w = pDE/ρDE
is very lose to minus unity. Indeed, in the DE epoh,
a(t) ∼ t2/(3+3w) , hene
2/(3 + 3w) = 201 ⇒ w ≈ −0.9967.
Lastly, one an verify that this solution fairly well
satises the slow-rolling onditions (29), whih hold as
long as p ≫ 1 . or, in terms of the input parameters of
the theory, if c1 + c2 ≫ d21 .
It is of interest that models of gravity (1) where F (R)
ontains a linear term do not lead to similar attrative
results in the present approah.
V. CONCLUSION
In the framework of pure urvature-nonlinear gravity
with extra dimensions, it has been possible to desribe
(though in a rough approximation) the entire evolution
of the Universe beginning with an inationary stage
and ending with the modern aelerated stage with
suiently small dark energy density. In doing so, it
has been possible to avoid unnaturally small or large
parameter values in the initial Lagrangian. The small
values of the inaton mass and espeially that of DE
density agreeing with observations have been obtained
from a Lagrangian whose dimensionless parameters dier
from unity by no more than two orders of magnitude.
Using a single extra fator spae, it appears possible
to explain the emergene of an inaton, and hoosing
proper values of the parameter, it is possible to full
all requirements appliable to inationary models and
ahieve an agreement with the observational data.
However, to solve the problem of small DE density, it
is neessary to invoke (at least) two extra fator spaes.
The inationary stage with an appropriate inaton
mass is again well desribed. Indeed, eld utuations
reate universes with dierent initial eld values. the
potential in Fig. 1 (i.e., at xed values of the initial
7Lagrangian parameters) has dierent urvatures at
dierent points of the valley, whih orrespond to
dierent inaton masses. We live in a universe reated
by a suitable eld utuation whose evolution leads to
the observable inaton mass.
As to late-time evolution, it beomes possible to obtain
in a natural way a small urrent value of the eetive
potential whih plays the role of DE density (eetive
osmologial onstant), Λeff ∼ 10−123 m44 ). The form of
our late-time solution shows that the size of the extra
dimensions is slowly growing in the modern epoh. In
the remote future, this size, whih is so far invisible
for modern instruments, is to grow to suh values that
will lead to drasti hanges in the physial laws of our
Universe. Let us stress, however, that suh a model is only
one partiular opportunity ontained in our approah.
There are other models where the extra dimensions are
stable at late times [4℄ making the eetive physial
onstants also invariable.
Our model with two fator spaes has the following
advantages:
(a) Its low-energy limit represents the Hilbert-Einstein
ation with appropriate auray.
(b) It desribes ination with an inaton mass agreeing
with observations;
() The size of the extra dimensions b(t) never exeeded
the experimental threshold ∼ 10−17 m (though
should exeed it in the remote future).
(d) At the modern stage, the salar eld density
(atually, the potential V (φ) in proper units)
desribes the modern DE density ∼ 10−123m44 ;
(e) The DE equation-of-state parameter w satises the
observational onstraint w < −0.8 .
Sine we have been working in the Einstein onformal
frame, the problem of varying physial onstants (above
all, the eetive Newtonian onstant of gravity Geff )
did not emerge. One should note that even remaining
in the Einstein frame, we ould assume m
D
6= m4 ,
whih would aet the estimated boundary between
the lassial and quantum worlds. In a more general
framework, interpreting another onformal frame as
the observational one (possibly but not neessarily the
original Jordan frame), we would obtain a dependene
of the onstant Geff (hene the urrent Plank mass
m4 = G
−1/2
eff ) on the size of extra dimensions, whih
in general an be not only time-dependent but also vary
from point to point in spae. In the osmologial ontext,
models with variable Geff should not only satisfy the
observational bounds on the variation rate G˙eff/Geff
(. 10−13 aording to the reent tightest onstraint [16℄)
but also take into aount the eet of G(t) on stellar
evolution and proesses in the early Universe. (Therefore,
models with self-stabilizing extra dimensions like those
disussed in [4, 5℄ an be more attrative.) In still more
general models of this sort even the Plank onstant ~
an be variable. A disussion of these problems is out
of the sope of this paper and an be found, e.g., in
[13, 14, 1719℄.
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